In this article, we will look at why people react differently to stress. We will analyze the results of a number of empirical studies of individual differences in students' reactions to stress during study and outside study time. We will explore the factors that influence individual differences in the emergence of a stress response. We compare genetic, acquired, and dispositional individual differences and give examples of each of these categories to show how one or another difference affects the occurrence of stress. Traditionally, psychologists have paid much attention to how people cope with stress and how they react to stressors. Much of this interest is based on the general belief that some people are more prone to stress and more vulnerable than "others". Therefore, people are distributed within some continuum of stress resistance. It turned out that some people are prone to stress, while others rarely experience stress even under difficult conditions. This idea has attracted the interest of universities because this approach makes it possible to identify stress factors that determine the contingent with a stable psyche. In the field of education, this idea is attractive because it implies the possibility of identifying people who are prone to stress, with the help of which appropriate stress management programs can be developed. The analysis of scientific literature shows that the value of self-assessment of the complex of stress manifestations will be the higher, the worse the subject feels, the less he believes in his strength, abilities, energy, independence, the lower the assessment of his ability to control his own life and be independent [1].
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According to research by scientists, all these factors occur in students to one degree or another during their preparation and passing of the exam. Waiting for the exam itself, and then for the assessment, introduces an element of uncertainty, which contributes to the development of stress reactions. Long-term restriction of movement, not related to repetition of a large amount of material, is a form of partial immobilization, and the need to adhere to a strict time limit for preparing for the exam session creates additional tension. To this, it is necessary to add a disturbance of sleep and wakefulness, especially the night before the exam, and breaking the usual dynamic stereotypes during the session. Considering all the above, we have to agree that during the exam session, students have to face a wide range of stressful factors, which ultimately lead to the development of severe stress.

We can distinguish two groups of subjective reasons that cause stress. The first group is associated with a relatively constant component of a person's personality, while the second group of causes of stress carries a dynamic character. In both cases, stress can be caused by differences between expected events and reality, although human behavior programs can be long-term or short-term, rigid, or dynamic [3].

Causes of stress. Related to long-running programs: genetic programs, parental programs, personality guidelines, "higher" needs according to A. Maslow. Related to dynamically changing programs behavior: conditioned reflexes, thinking errors, "physiological" needs according to A. Maslow.

The difference between a person's biological nature and his social functions as a stress factor looks like this: genetically programmed body reactions, stressor directly affects the human body dyna, causes him damage, the body's reaction in response is aimed at the physical interaction with a damaging environmental factor and consists in fighting it and running away from it, an automated response to a stressor (release of appropriate hormones and activation of the muscular system) can minimize damage from the stressor.

Features of social stress: the stressor acts indirectly over a wide period and does not pose a direct threat to the existence of the organism, the corresponding reaction of the organism is aimed at the choice the most effective way of adapting to the changed social environment, release of adrenaline, excessive emotions, increased blood pressure, and increased muscle tone only prevent a person from successfully socializing to stressor. Contradictions between genetically programmed reactions and environmental requirements lead to stress.

Quite often, the cause of stress in students is excessively blurred temporal boundaries of the psychological state. This happens if the student has too much emotional value gives past or future. In the first case, the source of mental tension and negative emotions is an intrusive memory of some traumatic episodes from the past. The list of events that can appear as a stressor is quite large - a conflict in the group, a misunderstanding with the teacher, an unwanted grade on the exam, a session failure, etc. If a student cannot consciously limit the limits of his temporary existence, he will repeatedly "scroll" a negative episode in his mind and repeatedly experience psychological stress. The second option is related to anxiety and cheering for the future events in this case, the student also repeatedly constructs an image of the future (and an undesirable one) in his brain, filling it with details and "reviving" it to such an extent that he begins to believe more and more in the unfavorable forecast that he creates in his imagination. Such stress is also dangerous because it often programs future failures. At the same time, the student's fears are confirmed, which negatively affects the self-esteem and confidence of the individual. To overcome such stresses, it is useful to remember that every moment of our life is like a grain of sand in an hourglass, is between two eternities: the one that has already passed and the one that has yet to come [1].

American psychologists say that you should: learn to manage your time, otherwise time will manage us. They single out the following signs that a person feels stressed precisely from inefficient use of time: feeling of constant rush; lack of time for favorite things and socializing; feeling of time loss; lack of a clear time plan; inability to delegate authority other people; inability to refuse people who take up your time; periodic occurrence of the feeling of wasted time. The presence of at least half of these signs indicates that constant lack of time can lead to serious stress. Another well-known specialist in management psychology, one of the founders of the psychology of management, Peter Drucker, notes that a person will experience stress and anxiety about the use of time if he does not have the skills of effective time management, which includes consists of four stages: 1) analysis of own time; 2) time allocation planning; 3) reduction of unproductive expenses; 4) consolidation of time. Before starting to solve the current tasks of the day, experience When stressing over the fact that there is not enough time for all things, you should start by analyzing the distribution of your time and only then proceed to its planning. Next, you need to try to reduce unproductive time costs. The last stage should be used to reduce your "personal" time into as large, interconnected blocks as possible.

Let's note that a big mistake of students who are constantly busy is trying to do a big thing in small portions. In fact, the efficiency of such work is extremely low, because big cases require whole blocks of time. Thus, the correct use of time allows not only to do work faster and better, but also to avoid stress, associated with the feeling of unproductive time consumption.

The objective causes of modern man's stress can be broken down into four groups: 1) her living and working conditions (housing conditions, production factors, ecology); 2) people with whom she interacts (a strict boss, bad colleagues sit down, careless subordinates); 3) social factors of the environment - political and economic nicks (high prices, credit terms, bad government, taxes); 4) extraordinary circumstances (natural and man-made disasters, illnesses and injuries). Note that the term "objective reasons" is quite conditional since a person can to one degree or another influence almost any "objective" stressor.

Man is the master of his life! There are things, events that happen regardless of the will and our influence, but still, to a greater extent, our happiness, our fate depends on us, our thoughts, deeds, and actions.

To the group of objective reasons, we included those stressors that loom outside the consciousness of a person experiencing stress, although they can be modified by consciousness.

1. Living and working conditions (permanent components of existence). 1) Immediate environment (home: cramped apartment, household problems, etc., work intensive work, information overload, night shifts, uncomfortable equipment, etc., transport problems). 2) Global environment (habitat: poor ecology, destruction of the ozone layer). 2. Interaction with other people. The causes of interpersonal stress are extremely diverse. They can be caused by parents (who excessively teach and take care of
students); second halves (who do not show their love enough). Sources of interaction stress can be divided into two groups: 1) relationships with loved ones (emotional) and 2) business relations (rational) that touch with another source: conflicts with strangers.

Sources of stress "relationships with loved ones" are caused in turn by interaction between family members (husband or wife, children, parents, sex, love outside of marriage, etc.).

Sources of stress "business relations" - equal status relations (colleagues, clients) and hierarchical relations (managers, subordinates, student, teacher) [1].

It is known how much damage stress can cause, and it is known that it can be useful. As we have already said, for each person there is a certain individual level when their working capacity is the best and when this stress does not cause harm. This level is different for each person. To be able to find it, you need to learn how to assess the level of stress, which is what this lecture is about. Before directly talking about the methods of assessing stress, let's consider the forms of its manifestation, since we will assess stress by its forms! Psychological stress can manifest itself in changes in various functions anal systems of the body. The intensity of disturbances can vary from a small change in emotional mood to such serious diseases as a stomach ulcer or a myocardial infarction. There are several ways to classify stress reactions, but for psychologists the most promising is the division into behavioral, intellectual, emotional, and physiological manifestations of stress (at the same time, physiological manifestations are conditionally also included biochemical and hormonal processes) [3].

Altogether, stress may induce both beneficial and harmful effects. The beneficial effects of stress involve preserving homeostasis of cells/species, which leads to continued survival. However, in many cases, the harmful effects of stress may receive more attention or recognition by an individual due to their role in various pathological conditions and diseases [2].

Change in behavioral reactions under stress. Psychomotor disorders can be manifested: excessive muscle tension (especially often - the face and "collar your" zone); hand tremors, changes in breathing rhythm, voice tremors, reduced speed of sensorimotor reaction, impaired speech functions and much more.

Violations of the daytime regime can be expressed. Reduction of sleep, shift of working cycles to nighttime, rejection of useful habits and replacing them with inadequate methods of stress compensation.

Professional violations can be expressed: in an increase in the number of errors when performing usual actions at work, in a chronic lack of time, in low productivity of professional activity.

In the case of professional violations, the consistency of movements, their accuracy, and the proportionality of the necessary efforts deteriorate.

Violation of social and role functions under stress is expressed: a decrease in the time spent on communication with relatives and friends, an increase in conflict, decreased sensitivity during communication, the appearance of various signs, antisocial behavior. A person under long-term stress takes less into account social norms and standards, which can manifest in a loss of attention to his appearance.

Distress manifests itself harmfully in the individual's social relationships with other people. When experiencing deep stress, relationships with loved ones and colleagues at work can significantly deteriorate to the point of a complete break in the relationship, and the main problem remains unresolved, and people have severe feelings of guilt, helplessness, and hopelessness.

Scientists who evaluated the behavioral signs of stress caused by intense training, the most pronounced called - reduced work capacity and increased fatigue. Sleep disturbances and haste caused by a constant lack of time were also attributed to the negative consequences of academic stress. Disruption of social contacts and problems in communication were noted by students among the consequences of academic stress, but these phenomena were not very pronounced. At the same time, the degree of reduction in work capacity and the development of fatigue under stress depended on some objective and subjective factors. The existence of a reliable positive correlation between the decrease in student performance and such factors as "heavy academic load", "strict teachers", "living far from parents" has been proven. It is possible to subjective factors that contribute to a decrease in working capacity attribute "too serious an attitude to study", "shyness" and "problems in personal life" that aggravate the manifestations of academic stress. Inadequate efforts to compensate for stress are expressed in more intense alcohol consumption, increasing daily smoking rates, excessive food consumption and much more [1].

According to research, the most common method stress relief for students is delicious food, then TV, cigarettes, and alcohol. It also turned out that people often try to reduce the level of stress due to aggressive impulses, "splash" negative emotions on other people.

Inadequate methods of stress relief are mainly characteristic of students who are looking for the causes of their problems and stress in the external environment. Such students tend to use alcohol as a "universal anti-stress method". At the same time, a pronounced correlation was noted between the frequency of use of alcoholic beverages and smoked cigarettes, as well as between food and television. In this way, "paired" habits of the adaptation plan are revealed, one of which can lead to alcoholism and lung diseases, and the second - before the appearance of excess weight. At the same time, an inverse correlation was noted between the use of cigarettes and television as alternative ways to reduce stress. In the same studies, it was noted that students who complained of constant stress often used inadequate methods of combating stress.

lack of time and the impossibility of observing the usual routine of the day. At the same time, a violation of the regime of vital activity under stress often manifested itself in an increase in the level of aggressiveness in the attitude towards others.

All aspects of intellectual activity suffer from stress in students, including such basic properties of intelligence as memory and attention. Violation of indicators of attention is primarily because a dominant stressor is formed in the cortex of the large hemispheres of a person, around which all thoughts and experiences are formed. At the same time, concentration of attention on other objects is difficult and increased absent-mindedness is noted. To a lesser extent, the memory function suffers. Nevertheless, the constant busyness of the mind with thinking about the causes of stress and looking for a way out of it reduces the capacity of
the working memory, and the hormonal background changed during stress disrupts the process of reproducing the necessary information.

It is also possible to disrupt the normal interaction of the hemispheres of the brain with strong emotional stress in the direction of greater dominance of the right, "emotional" hemisphere, and a decrease in the influence of the left "logical" half of the cortex of the large hemispheres on a person's consciousness.

Emotional manifestations of stress affect different aspects of the psyche. First, it concerns the general emotional background, which acquires negative; gloomy; pessimistic tone. With long-term stress, a person becomes more anxious in comparison with her "normal" condition, loses faith in success and in the case of particularly prolonged stress, may fall into depression [3].

Conclusions. All the above-mentioned processes are not only a consequence of the development of psychological stress, but also prevent its successful and timely overcoming, as a decrease in thinking potential makes it difficult to find a way out of a stressful situation. A change in intellectual processes in students under stress is manifested in a decrease in the level of indicators of attention, memory functions, thinking, convincing arguments are sometimes rejected, and false motives win. Change in physiological processes during stress: increase in pulse rate or change in its regularity; increased blood pressure, disturbances in the work of the gastrointestinal tract; reduction of electrical resistance of the skin and many others. Emotional manifestations of stress: reactions of irritability, anger, aggression, up to affective states.
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THE GENERAL CULTURAL ASPECT OF PROFESSIONAL TRAINING OF STUDENTS BY MEANS OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION

The health of young people is a socially significant category of society, the most important condition for the successful implementation of professional knowledge, skill, creative activity, and performance of future specialists. It has long been an axiom: good physical fitness during student years is the key not only to health and successful mastery of educational material, but also, in the future, highly productive mental and physical labor, the birth of healthy children, active longevity and many positive phenomena associated with this.

Therefore, physical culture, presented in higher educational institutions as an academic discipline that promotes the harmonious development of the individual, is an integral part of higher education. The program of the discipline “Physical Education” states that the goal of physical education of NTUU “Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic Institute” students is the formation of physical culture of the individual and the ability to purposefully use a variety of means of physical culture, sports, and tourism to preserve and improve health, psychophysical training, and self-preparation for future professional activities.

The capabilities of physical culture in achieving these goals are determined by the functions it performs biological, informational, aesthetic, communicative, hedonistic, compensatory and several others.

Along with this, in modern society, physical culture has begun to perform the functions of a social institution that helps the future specialist to navigate well in market conditions. For this purpose, means of physical education are used to develop students’ managerial readiness, desire for leadership, and success.

As a result of combined educational and physical culture-sports activities, students also develop socially significant qualities: social activity, independence, self-confidence, ambition.

The task of physical education at a university is not only to develop certain physical skills and abilities in students, to increase the level of physical fitness, and to improve physical qualities. During the training process, future specialists must master the system of scientific, practical, and special knowledge necessary to understand the natural and social processes of the functioning of the physical culture of society and the individual.

This article will help students understand the essence, objectives, goals and possibilities of physical culture and sports in a wide range of their manifestations.
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